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BUILDING HOPE, ONE TRANSACTION AT A TIME!

INDEPENDENT AGENT PROGRAM
TM

Could you use an extra
$500 - $1000 per month? (or more)
Then join us in promoting the Transactions For Hope Give-Back Program
ABSOLUTELY NO EXPERIENCE REQUIRED !
IT'S SO EASY --- Simply promote the TFH concept...
(and then provide pre-filled enrollment forms).

Learn more about how you can become an Independent Sales Agent, and support worthy causes.
NOTE: THIS EXAMPLE IS FOR ILLUSTRATION ONLY AND NOT A GUARANTEE OF ACTUAL EARNINGS. WHAT YOU EARN WILL BE BASED ON INDIVIDUAL PERFORMANCE.
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BUILDING HOPE, ONE TRANSACTION AT A TIME!

AGENT COMPENSATION PROGRAM
TM

The Transactions For Hope merchant services program
is not only a revolutionary concept in the industry...
But the compensation program for its independent
agents is also truly innovative and cutting-edge!
The Agent Compensation Program can be summarized
as the extremely lucrative combination of three
extraordinary income generating programs:

PROSPERITY Bonus Program
+ PERPETUAL Payments Program
+ PROGRESSIVE Group Commissions
___________________________
(In addition to any potential level-generated merits, performance rewards, and periodic incentive bonuses).

=

Financial Freedom
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BUILDING HOPE, ONE TRANSACTION AT A TIME!

AGENT PROGRAM
TM

Agent: _______________________
Phone: _______________________
Email: _______________________

Questions?

Please call me.

Authorized Independent Agent - Transactions For Hope™

According to Entrepreneur, in 2004 the total number of small businesses in the USA was 24.7 million.
This of course does not take into account any of the medium and large-sized companies or corporations.
Additionally, statistics show that each year more than 600,000 new businesses are formed and prosper.
Clearly the entrepreneurial spirit is thriving in America, regardless of economic cycles and world events.
Most companies realize that in the modern world the neccesity to accept payment in the form of credit
or debit cards is essential to business viability. The convenience of credit card usage is paramount to
most consumers, and has become the most common form of business-to-consumer payment choice in
today’s financial marketplace. Every day hundreds of millions of merchant transactions occur worldwide.
If you were to offer these businesses the option to not only receive a potential significant discount from
their current merchant fees and costs (that they are already paying); but also the ability to give a portion
of their merchant fees to the non-profit cause of their choice, why would any business say no?
Not only will the program be saving money on each and every transaction charge, but they will also in
be giving to the charity, church, school, foundation, faith-based organization or other non-profit group
of their choice. Then add to these benefits the fact that there is absolutely no switch-over costs or
fees for the company to join the program. Changing-over is also a seamless, easy process. All they have
to do is plug-in their new free terminal, and their processing will then be setup & activated; benefitting
the cause of their choice. TFH also provides internet gateway processing, Point-Of-Sale (POS) systems,
and cutting-edge marketing tools - so virtually every company should want to switch over.
In summary, you will be representing an essential product to businesses that may save them significant
money, allows them to freely give extra to the special non-profit cause of their own choice at no extra
expense to them, free state-of-the-art terminals and terminal upgrades, POS systems, free interactive
customer relationship marketing tools, and also costs them absolutely nothing to join and switch-over to.

As an independent sales agent, can you think of any easier product to represent?

Call Today & Join the TFH Agent Program!
Free Charitable Give-Back Program + Free Terminal Placement + Free Customer Marketing Tools + Industry Low Rates
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BUILDING HOPE, ONE TRANSACTION AT A TIME!

WHAT WOULD BE MY JOB AS AN AGENT?
TM

You Only Have 2 Tasks As An Agent...
#1.

Understand the TFH 'Five Unbeatable
Reasons to Switch-Over' concepts,
and be able to talk about them.

#2.

Learn which Application Form(s) to
provide a new enrolling merchant.

Free Charitable Give-Back Program + Free Terminal Placement + Free Customer Marketing Tools + Industry Low Rates

